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A) Following a poor response to the 

regularisation scheme 

B) for unauthorised buildings, the State 

government decided

C) to relax conditions

D) attracting wider participation.

E) No error

D- to attract



A) A new study published in Science says

B) that certain bacteria doesn't need

C) white light, and instead

D) use far-red light for photosynthesis.

E) No error

B- don't



A) While India's defence budget is the fourth 

largest

B) in the world, the budget allocations

C) paint a different picture

D) when it comes to defence spending.

E) No error

E 



A) The practice of dowry is illegal in India since 

1961,

B) but it continues to thrive and campaigners say

C) it leaves women vulnerable

D) to domestic violence and even death.

E) No error

A- has been



A) If a celebrity comes out openly as gay,

B) it would definitely catch the media attention

C) that will surely give strength

D) to the LGBT rights movement in India. 

E) No error

B- will



A) The 2003 ceasefire agreement between India 

and Pakistan

B) is now alive only in the breach, with 

violations

C) intensifying in number and much damage 

D) to life and livelihood on the border. 

E) No error 

D - along the border.



Session like & share ni kiya na ?



A) The most obvious and tangible benefit

B) to start-ups under

C) the Startup India Action Plan

D) are the tax breaks and funding support.

E) No error

A - benefits



A) A true celebrity is one who

B) is able to bring a certain 

C) spirit into daily life, inspiring and

D) radiating joy to those around.

E) No error

E 



It has taking almost 1)/ a year for India 2)/ to let 

its pessimism 3)/ translate into fewer jobs. 4)/ No 

errors 5)

(a)

Replace ‘ taking’ with ‘taken ’



These companies have been asked 1)/ to furnish 

their financial details 2)/ and information about 

3)/ its board members. 4)/ No error 5).

(d)

Replace ‘its’ with ‘theirs’



1) Acting on a tip-off / 2) the anti-robbery squad 

led / 3) by inspectors laid / 4) a trap for the 

robbers. / 5) No error.

E 



(P) I was pretty sure that (Q) he would support 

me (R) for changing the age-old and static 

structure of our organization. (S) No error

R – TO CHANGE 
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No man can become a great (1)/ artist unless he 

(2)/ apply himself continually to his art. (3)/ No 

error (4)

3 – APPLIES 



Road developers unable 1)/ to complete their 

projects 2)/ on time will not be 3)/ awarded new 

ones . 4)/ No error 5).

(c)

Replace ‘on’ with ‘in’



Neither of the scout leaders know (1)/ how to 

trap wild animals (2)/ or how to prepare them for 

mounting. (3)/ No error (4)

(a)

Neither of is followed by a Plural Noun/ Pronoun but agrees 

with a Singular Verb.

Hence, Neither of the scout leaders knows is the right usage.



1) While these schools have/ 2) a strong 

traditional hold, the reason for / 3) forming a 

consortium in India is to encourage / 4) cultural 

diversity for their institutes. / 5) No error.

(d)

Replace “ for” with “ in”
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